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Dear ministry leader,

You empower families. 
You believe in parents. 
We want to help.

Our Growing Young research showed us that the church wants 
better answers to their questions about how to love and serve 
young people. But it also revealed that parents want and need 
better answers too.

So we wrote Growing With, filling it with brand-new research and 
stories to help families begin a journey of intentional growth that 
trusts God to transform us all.

We think no parent should go it alone,  
so we hope you’ll help us share.

• Share in our prayer for parents.

• Share a cup of coffee and some conversation with a parent.

• Share Growing With, our exciting resource for parents.

Let’s help families keep their roots, even as kids spread their wings.

 
Yours,

Kara Powell, Steve Argue, and the FYI Team



A PRAYER FOR 
PARENTS
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Jesus, our kids are growing up and 
we are growing older.

These truths weigh heavily on us, 
some days more than others.

There are moments when it feels like 
we’re growing together

and other times when we fear we’re 
growing apart. 

By your grace, please grant us faith to 
trust you with our kids

as well as courage to grow with them 
through our parenting.

Spark in us a more expansive vision for 
this journey—a vision

not only about who they might become, 
but also about

who we might become. 

Amen.
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Parenting is an evolving pilgrimage. 
 
Our research and experiences led us to identify three 
core concepts that reflect the primary goal in a child’s 
trek with family, faith, and the future. So we’d like to 
introduce you to three dynamic verbs every parent 
needs in their vocabulary: withing, faithing, and 

adulting.

Because a young person’s experience of these verbs 
is constantly changing, we as parents and leaders 
have to keep paying attention and keep responding 
with agility.





WITHING
 
Withing is a term we coined to describe a family’s growth in 
supporting each other as children grow more independent. The 
goal of mature independence is really interdependence: learning 
that we were made for relationships—made to rely on others’ 
presence and support in our lives, and to offer our presence and 
support in return.

“A psychologist once gave me a good analogy that helped with my middle 
daughter: ‘Be a wall my daughter can swim back to.’ I was so grateful for 
that advice when her independent manner on a family vacation once 
placed our relationship at a crossroads. That phrase gave me courage to 
be available for her rather than putting up barriers, so that she could reach 
for me when she was ready.”  – Kara Powell

Here are some great conversations about withing you can have 
with a parent:

• At this point in time, would you describe your family’s 
relationships as warm? How can I support you as you grow 
more in warmth towards one another?

• How is your kid growing in independence these days? What 
do you love, and what do you miss, about these changes?

• What issue is your kid facing at the moment that can you 
empathize with? In what ways are you tackling it together?

• How does your family share its weekly or daily highs and 
lows with one another?



FAITHING
 
Faithing captures the core of young peoples’ ongoing journeys 
to follow Jesus into their growing and increasingly complex worlds. 
Ultimately, we want a young person to own and embody their 
own journey with God as they encounter new experiences and 
information.

“One morning while driving my kids to school, I was moody and quiet, 
making our typical fun morning drive not very fun. My daughter sensed it. 
She grabbed my hand, started to pray for me, and ended with, ‘And may 
we follow you to live in ways that make the world a better place today.’ For 
years we had made it a ritual to pray these words together each morning, 
and so she knew exactly how to minister to me when I needed it.”  
– Steven Argue

Here are some questions to encourage faithing you can ask a 
parent:

• What practices or habits does your family hold which give 
faith room to grow?

• What questions is your kid asking about faith these days? 
How are you searching together for answers?

• When do you and your kid talk about faith? Is it a part of 
your everyday language and routine?

• If your kid could describe Christianity based on how they see 
you live, what would Christianity look like to them? 



ADULTING
While adulting has been a trending Twitter hashtag for almost a 
decade, we believe that this concept is rooted in two crucial points 
of reference for young people—relational adulting and vocational 
adulting. As emerging adults embrace opportunities to shape the 
world around them, they grow into owning and clarifying their own 
interests, goals, and values.

“Often, adulting can take parents by surprise, like it did when my 15-year-
old daughter simply said, ‘Okay, bye,’ to me and my wife as she sprinted 
out our front door, one hand texting and the other grabbing her purse. Like 
two referees throwing a flag for an infraction in the game, my wife and I 
both said simultaneously, ‘Whoa, wait!’ For us, her quick exit to hop into a 
friend’s car (who we hadn’t met yet) felt too fast, and too disconnected. At 
that moment we realized we needed to have new conversations, so that we 
could grow with her as she grew into new friendships and relationships.”   
– Steven Argue

Help parents embrace their kid’s adulting by asking these 
questions:

• What question is your kid asking (or navigating without 
asking) about their gifts, calling, and path in life?

• What is your kid learning about service and career from your 
example?

• What conversations are you having with your kid these days 
about social media and online behavior?

• What conversations are you having with your kid these days 
about their friendships and romantic relationships?



Churches can’t grow young unless they are 
full of families that are growing with.
We want to help parents guess less and have better answers to 
their toughest questions— and to know that as their kids grow up, 
they don’t have to grow apart.

Faith is not a product, it’s a process. We need a verb, not a noun, to 
talk about a dynamic process. Think of it as faithing, not just faith. 

Faith inspires young people to ask questions. So create space for 
questions, and search together for answers.

You don’t have to be a theologian in order to influence your kid’s 
spiritual formation. Families that are Growing With make God a 
part of the conversation in everything they do. Include faith in your 
everyday conversations and grow toward fluency. 

TIP #1:  
Give faith room to grow.

TIP #2:  
Faith and doubt are friends, not enemies.

TIP #3:  
Make faithing a part of your everyday language.

As you encounter parents who wish to nurture their kid’s growing 
maturity and faith, here are three tips you can offer them:





Help families see solutions,  
not problems. 

Introducing three essential strategies to nurture family 
faith and relationships, Growing With and Growing With 

Small Group Discussion Guide will spark new conversations 
about parenting and faith. 

Visit fulleryouthinstitute.org/growingwith  
for more information!

http://fulleryouthinstitute.org/growingwith


fulleryouthinstitute.org

Find practical resources and  
encouragement for your ministry. 

You empower families.  
You believe in parents. 

We want to help. 

http://fulleryouthinstitute.org



